
ACADEMIC WRITING DEFINITION AND EXAMPLE OF ANALOGY

Not only is everyday language full of metaphors like this, but technical academic jargon too. In physics, for example, we
talk of electrons.

The universe is like a safe to which there is a combination. In a workplace, if you would slack off instead of
doing your job, there are three things that could possibly happen to you: one, you supervisor will call your
attention; two, you will be sanctioned if you have been slacking off for several times; and, three, you will be
fired. Many times, analogies are used because one idea or thing is complicated, and comparing it to something
else that is simple or that is commonly understood is a good way to help people understand the more
complicated idea. Life can sometimes be like that, especially in the aspect of the workforce. Metaphors and
similes are tools used to draw an analogy. The Purpose of Analogy The use and purpose of analogies may
baffle any reader at first but once they would realize how analogies can help writers in making difficult and
sensitive topics or things understandable, analogies might be used frequently. When you construct an analogy,
be certain that the familiar or known side of the analogy is really familiar and known to your reader. Examples
of Analogies in Speech and Writing Many analogies are so useful that they are part of everyday speech. As
we've seen, just because two subjects have one or two points in common doesn't mean that they are the same
in other respects as well. Actually, a woman is more like a beer. If your facts are confusing, you might use an
analogy to help explain them. Like the fabled camel who first put his nose in the man's tent, then his head and
finally his whole body, pushing the man out of the tent, analogies can get out of control unless you know when
to stop. But other short-term memories go through a molecular process called consolidation: they're
downloaded onto the hard drive. Life is like a box of chocolates - you never know what you're gonna get: An
often-used analogy from Forrest Gump shows that life has many choices and surprises, just like a box of
chocolates. Martin's, , X. Analogy and Metaphor Despite certain similarities, an analogy is not the same as a
metaphor. Until recently the only way to load a tanker was to climb up on top, where the openings to the
compartments are located. The sound waves travel at 1, feet per second. So Romeo would, were he not Romeo
calledâ€¦ Juliet is indirectly saying that, just like a rose that will always smell sweet by whichever name it is
called, she will love Romeo even if he changes his name. You might have to do research on them in order to
explain them. He then takes a hose with a four-foot metal pipe down into the "bottle" the compartment hole ,
which measures four inches in diameter. In early, fat times, their numbers grow geometrically. She compares
the movement of the white clouds in the sky at night with that of the white mares on the ground. Some
common analogy examples are given below: Life is like a race. You might be asked to define these topics
even though they are a bit difficult to understand. But, except for comic effect, it would be overstatement to
compare the equestrian charge of a king at an enemy with a football lineman's charge from the line of
scrimmage.


